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From industry to industry the industrial internet of things is creating tremendous
value. This webinar, based on insights from  The State of the Industrial IoT, will
provide a data driven view into how manufacturers are using IoT to create business
value today. This research provides an in-depth analysis of the industries that are
leading IoT deployments, how business functions are using IoT, and the types of
business  value  generated.  This  webinar  also  explores  the  degrees  of  success
companies are experiencing in implementation, and where they are in transitioning
pilots to production deployments.

 Shawn Kelly, Vice President of Corporate
Strategy, PTC
–  Responsible  for  leading  projects  focused  on  key  strategic  initiatives  for  the
company

– Inclusive of primary and secondary research to better understand markets, trends,
technologies, end user needs, etc.

– Over 15 years of professional experience in Corporate Strategy and Finance for
Technology, Life Sciences, and Financial Services companies

– MBA from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College and a BS in Finance
from The College of New Jersey

https://imcpa.com/event/webinar-state-industrial-internet-things-iiot/
https://imcpa.com/event/webinar-state-industrial-internet-things-iiot/
https://www.ptc.com/en/resources/iot/white-paper/state-of-the-iiot


Joseph  Biron,  Chief  Technology  Officer,
IoT, PTC
Joseph (Joe) Biron is Chief Technology Officer, Internet of Things (IoT) technology at
PTC. In this role he oversees product strategy and technical architecture of the core
ThingWorx IoT platform, analytics, connectivity, and application development tools
for  the  Industrial  IoT.   Mr.  Biron  brings  years  of  IoT  experience  and  deep
understanding of the broader technology market to focus PTC’s activities towards
breakthrough technology development and collaboration with the ecosystem through
partners and industry consortiums.

Experience

Biron  joined  PTC  in  2014  through  its  acquisition  of  Axeda,  a  pioneer  in  the
development of solutions to securely connect machines and sensors to the cloud,
where he served as Chief Architect and Vice President Technology and Innovation. A
veteran technologist with over 20 years’ experience, Biron has worked as a software
engineer, architect, consultant and technology leader in both startups and Fortune
500 companies.

Mr. Biron is a published author and podcast contributor for O’Reilly Media, as well
as a featured speaker at technology conferences worldwide, including a TEDx Talk
in November 2016.

Sponsor:

PTC (NASDAQ: PTC) is a global provider of technology platforms and solutions
that transform how companies create, operate, and service the “things” in the

Internet of Things (IoT). The company’s next-generation ThingWorx® technology
platform gives developers the tools they need to capture, analyze, and capitalize on
the  vast  amounts  of  data  being  generated  by  smart,  connected  products  and
systems.  PTC’s  award-winning CEO,  considered an industry  thought  leader,  co-
authored the definitive guides to the impact of the IoT on business in the Harvard
Business Review.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvXQueq3k2w

